
Welcome to RSN Seminar
Rural Connectivity

22nd February 2023



Seminars are free to 
member 

organisations of the 
Rural Services 

Network. 

Book your place at our 
seminar programme 

for 2023

https://rsnonline.org.uk/images/meetings/online-seminars/2023/seminar-programme.pdf
https://rsnonline.org.uk/images/meetings/online-seminars/2023/seminar-programme.pdf


Priority Areas for the Rural Services Network



The Rural Services Network is 
fighting for a fair deal for rural 
communities, in all public sector 
funding



We want a fairer 
distribution of 

national resources 
to rural areas and 
for more nuanced 
national policies 
that reflect rural 
circumstances.



Mission 4: By 2030, the UK will have 
nationwide* gigabit-capable 
broadband and 4G coverage, with 5G 
coverage for the majority of the 
population.

Where ‘nationwide’ means 95% of the UK landmass for 4G (this combined 
coverage is expected to be achieved for the UK by the end of 2025) and at least 
99% of premises for gigabit-capable broadband.



Extract from Pragmatix Advisory research: Rural As a Region – the hidden challenge for levelling up

If England’s rural 
communities were 
treated as a distinct 
region, their need for 
levelling up would be 
greater than any 
other – based on 
Governments own 
headline metrics



What is happening to improve rural connectivity?

Mobile UK

The Shared Rural Network (SRN) is transforming mobile coverage, countrywide. 
The project was developed by the UK’s four mobile network operators (MNOs) 
with support from Government. The programme will make 4G mobile 
broadband available to 95% of the UK. The operators expect this will extend 
mobile coverage to an additional 280,000 premises and for people in cars on an 
additional 16,000km of the UK’s roads, boosting productivity and investment in 
rural areas.
The project consists of MNOs investing to extend their coverage by upgrading 
their existing networks, working together on shared infrastructure and building 
new sites, with new government-funded masts being built to target areas with 
no mobile coverage from any operator. Through its work, the SRN will increase 
the parts of the UK that get a mobile service from all operators from 66% to 84%, 
improving consumer choice.
Each of the MNOs’ individual networks will cover 90% of the UK, enabling rural 
businesses and communities to thrive.

Shared Rural Network 



Project Gigabit
• Govt flagship £5 Billion programme to enable hard to reach 

communities to access lightning fast – gigabit capable, broadband
• However Govt has only announced £1.2 Billion of funding for period 21/22 –

24/25

• Very Hard to Reach Premises
• Consultation closed March 21  - results promised ‘very soon’ 



Levelling Up

Click here to view our full levelling up analysis

https://www.rsnonline.org.uk/images/rural-lens/levelling-up-white-paper-rural-lens-review-overarching-critique.pdf
https://www.rsnonline.org.uk/category/levelling-up-analysis


And finally
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